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Introduction  

 

The soft joint technique is the core technique in the long length submarine power 

cables and submarine optic/power composite cables. Through soft jointing in the factory 

the length of the submarine cable can be extended. The soft joints are required to be 

tension resistant, bending resistant and drum-winding resistant, and the diameter of the 

joint part should be basically the same as that of the cable itself. Consequently, soft joint 

technique becomes a big technical difficult problem for implementing long length 

submarine electric cables and submarine optic/power composite cables. 

 

History 

In China, the soft jointing process has been employed in the production of long 

length submarine electric cable. Early in 1980s Shanghai Electric Cable Works and 

Hubei Hongqi (Red Flag) Cable Works have mastered the cable soft jointing technique in 

succession. At that time, due to the limitation in equipment, such as partial discharge 

testing equipment and cabling machine, generally the maximum individual cable 

production length of the domestic submarine electric cables without joints is not more 

than 3 km before early of the present centaury. In this case all the submarine electric 

cables that are longer than that length were jointed using soft jointing technique. 

According to the associated statistical data, among all the domestic submarine electric 

cables laid in all over China more than 65% of them had soft joints. Therefore the soft 

joint technique in China has been rather mature. 

Zhongtian Technologies has fully mastered the soft joint technique for submarine 

electric cables. In July, 2003, the 12 km of 35 kV submarine optic/electric composite 

cables that were delivered for the Communications Department of the Nanjing Military 

Area, PLA consisted of 4 segments and 3 soft joints. In Oct., At present these cables 

have been constructed completely, and put into perfect operation. It proves that the 

technical performance of the soft joint technique which Zhongtian Technologies has 

mastered, has achieved the domestic or international advanced level.  

 

Technical 

The soft jointing is completed before cabling step. The joint is single phase one, 

and the joint positions for three phases are stagger for more than 5 m, respectively, so as 

to ensure the joint diameter and the strength of the joint part being within the range of the 

process requirements. 
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Steps and measures 

The steps and specific measures for fabricating the soft joints for Zhongtian 

Technologies’s submarine optic/electric cables are as follows: 

1) Conductor part: employing  

hierarchic welding technique.  

The qualified welding workers 

who have over 5 years of welding  

experience are chosen. Before  

formal jointing, 20 conductor  

joints are trial welded, and undergone tensile 

strength test. The tensile strength of joint 

area should be over 80% of that of the 

conductor itself. In case they are all passed, soft joint of the cable is made. 

And after that, the welded points will be examined using special purpose 

equipment.(The above photo shows the welding process).             焊接示意图  

 

The cable section welding schematic diagram 

 

2) Insulation part: employing overlap or extrusion insulation and nitrogen 

pressed cross-linking technology. Before formal jointing, 20 insulation 

joints are trial extruded. They are dissected to check the structure, foreign 

substance, cells, and cross-linking degree. In case they are all passed, 

soft joint of the cable is made. And after that, the foreign substance and 

cells will be examined using special purpose equipment. 
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3) Shield part: The conductor 

 shield employs the same 

 semi-conductive tape as 

 that used in the cable itself. 

 The tape is cross-linked after 

 wrapping, so as to ensure 

 to be identical with the shield 

 itself. The insulation shield 

 employs semi-conductive                              Projector 

 coating and self-adhesive 

           semi-conductive material wrapping structure, so as to ensure to be identical 

with the shield itself. Before formal jointing 20 stress cones are trial stripped 

and cut, and 20 conductor shields are trial wrapped. They are dissected to 

check the structure, foreign substance, cells. In case they are all passed, 

soft joint of the cable is made. 

 

4) Water blocking tape: After the outer shield is wrapped over, the 

semi-conductive water blocking tape will be wrapped. The thickness of the 

water blocking tape is determined according to the inner diameter of the 

lead sheath in the jointing area, which has subjected to drawing. The 

wrapping of the water blocking tape should be smooth. 

 

5) Recovery of the lead sheath: In order to ensure the lead sheath in the 

jointing area having close contact with the cable itself. Over the water 

blocking tape, a metal tape can be wrapped and welded together with the 

lead sheath itself. After the one end of the lead sheath in the jointing area is 

welded together with the cable itself, that part is undergone drawing to 

ensure the lead sheath having close bonding with the semi-conductive 

water blocking tape. Before formal jointing, 20 lead tubes are trial welded. 

They are dissected to check the welded points. In case they are all passed, 

soft joint of the cable is made. And after that, the welded points will be 

examined using special purpose equipment. 
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6) Recovery of the PE sheath: employing heat shrinkable tube. Before 

shrinking the tube through heating, bitumen compound should be coated 

over the lead sheath to ensure the recovered sheath having not any voids 

with the lead sheath. Pay attention to keep the coincidence of the 

shrinkages of heat shrinkable tube and the cable itself. (see the following 

photo) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7) Key testing equipments 

a) Tensile Strength Tester and Instruments 
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b) Partial Discharge Testing Room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Back and Forth Bending Tester and Impact Tester 

 

 


